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§67 ✴in spite of・despite・though・however・nevertheless 

5492 Our company won the contract (    )the tough competition. 

①while ②despite ③because ④however  〈広島経済大〉 

5493 Sarah is still going to France next year, (      ) the fact she 

can’t really afford it. 

①although ②despite ③even though ④besides 〈南山大〉 

5494 (      ) a vast amount of research has been conducted, there 

is still a great deal that is not known about the workings 

of the human brain. 

①Despite  ②Even though 

③In spite of ④Whether 〈学習院大〉 

5495 I got soaked on my way home (      ) rain had not been 

forecast. 

①though ②despite ③so ④therefore 〈中央大〉 

5496 She needs to submit the document (  ❹  ) a week. 

①during ②throughout ③until ④within 〈中央大〉 

5497 It’s (      ) each of you to help make the project a success. 

①as to ②on account of 

③on top of ④up to 〈中央大〉 

5498 (      ) cold and rainy weather, the festival was held and the 

kids had a good day. 

①Despite  ②However  

③Instead of  ④Though 〈中央大〉 
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5499 I’ll visit you this afternoon ― I can only stay a few minutes, 

(      ) . 

①but ②yet ③ever ④though 〈東京理科大〉 

5500 I like her,        she can be annoying at times. 

①regardless of ②even though 

③in spite of ④despite 〈山梨大〉 

5501 Taro refused to help me, (      ) that I asked him several 

times. 

①instead of the situation ②in spite of my efforts 

③against the reason ④despite the fact 〈上智大〉 

5502 I advised him not to come to the party. (      ) he came, and 

soon there was trouble. 

①Despite,  ②In spite of, 

③Nevertheless, ④Not 〈会津大〉 

5503 Not everyone, (      ) , is entirely comfortable with this new 

usage. 

①but ②though ③whenever ④while 〈藤田医科大〉 

5504 (      ) the rain, we enjoyed our holiday. 

①But ②In case ③Although ④In spite of 〈駒澤大〉 

5505 (      ) it was warm in the room, Frank kept his coat on. 

①In spite of  ②Despite  

③Although ④Nonetheless 〈西南学院大〉 


